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Abstract: Since 2018, Croatia has a new fiscal equalisation model that, besides simplifying the (horizontal) revenue sharing with a formula-based fiscal capacity equalising system, transparently distributes the overall personal income tax revenues to the local government units (LGUs). The LGU’s fiscal capacity and equalisation share are based on per capita calculations that use 2011 census data. This paper argues that the new model’s fairness is devalued because the serious demographic change Croatia has been facing over the last few years is not considered, and that distortion should be mitigated by using official population estimates.
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1. INTRODUCTION

At the end of 2017, the Croatian Parliament passed a new law on financing local and regional self-government units [1]. The previous one, from 1993, was amended 16 times during the 1997-2016 period, illustrating conceptual wandering in the design of a socially and financially acceptable fiscal decentralisation and equalisation model. Although the new revenue equalisation based model represents a step towards a more straightforward, transparent, and predictable system of (re)allocation of the PIT [2], this paper argues that the equalisation scheme has a “fairness defect”.

A brief description of the new framework is given in part two of the paper. By examining the challenges of the model, the central section points to the necessity of adjusting the formula based fiscal equalisation scheme. The final, fourth part, gives a short conclusion.

2. OUTLINE OF CROATIA’S CURRENT FISCAL EQUALISATION

The fact that Croatia today has 576 units of local and regional self-government makes designing an affordable, efficient/effective and fair model to reduce LGU’s fiscal disparities a severe challenge [3]. As Jurlina Alibegović from the Institute of Economics in Zagreb states, “there are cities that cannot justify being called cities by neither their level of income nor the performance of the functions legally prescribed for them. The situation is similar in municipalities.” [4] However, while public administration experts generally share the same opinion on too much territorial-administrative fragmentation [5]-[11], public finance analysts have to accept it as a predetermined, given fact. Pressured by the fiscal equalisation system’s ineffectiveness [12]-[16], the Croatian Ministry of Finance (MoF) finally prepared the new model of LGU financing, whereby all income tax revenue (PIT) goes to the LGUs, and an equalisation model based on fiscal capacity is established.
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The PIT total revenues are shared among municipalities, cities and counties: 60% goes to municipalities and cities, 17% to counties, 6% for decentralised functions and 17% for fiscal equalisation. The 6% for decentralized functions were allocated to elementary education (1.9%), social care (0.8%), social care centers 0.2%, and homes for elderly and infirm persons 0.6%, healthcare (1.0%) and firefighting (1.0%). LGUs that have assumed decentralised functions and do not obtain enough funds to cover minimum financial standards\(^4\) are entitled to funds from the state budget, i.e. from the position of the ministry relevant to the decentralised function.

The aim of the 17% of the total PIT for fiscal equalisation is to level capacity disparities in revenue collection between LGUs of the same sub-national level. Redistribution of funds intended for fiscal equalisation is formula based, and based upon both capacity of LGU income tax revenues and difference to the reference value.

The “capacity of realised tax revenues” is calculated for each LGU, i.e. for each municipality, city and county. In municipalities and cities, the capacity of realised tax revenue is a five-year average of PIT revenues generated in the area of a particular LGU and surtax revenues that can be achieved with the highest legal surtax rate, per capita of the LGU in question.\(^5\) The county’s realised tax revenue capacity is calculated as a five-year average of PIT revenue generated on its territory multiplied by 17% of the legally established share of counties in the allocation of PIT income, per capita of the particular county.

The reference value of the capacity of realised tax revenues is determined for each of the three LGU groups, i.e. three reference values are defined: (1) cities, (2) municipalities and (3) counties. The reference value for cities is defined as a five-year average of PIT revenues generated in all cities and surtax revenues that can be achieved with the highest legally permitted surtax rate, per capita of all cities in total. The same principle applies to municipalities, with a distinction that the reference value thus obtained for municipalities is increased by 50%.\(^6\) For the counties, a five-year average of PIT revenues earned from their prescribed (17%) share for counties is used, per capita for counties in total. The capacity of a particular LGU is compared to the reference value and, if it is smaller than the corresponding reference value of the realised tax revenue capacity, the LGU is entitled to fiscal equalisation funds. Also, if the capacity of an LGU is above the reference value, it is not eligible for fiscal equalisation funds. The difference in the capacity of the realised tax revenues and the reference value are the funds needed per capita in a particular LGU for its fiscal equalisation in full amount. When multiplied by the number of inhabitants of the LGU in question, it provides the total amount of funds required for fiscal equalisation up to full reference value.

---

\(^4\) They are determined annually by a Government decision, for each decentralized function.

\(^5\) The law stipulates the highest surtax rate for municipalities up to 10%, for cities under 30,000 inhabitants up to 12% and those over 30,000 inhabitants up to 15% and 18% for the City of Zagreb. As some LGUs have opted for lower surtax rates than the maximum established by law, they are not maximizing their own effort to raise revenue. The fiscal capacity is therefore established by assuming that each LGU makes the same, i.e. maximum effort to raise revenue.

\(^6\) This is, as the legislator explains, applied to reduce the (too) massive difference between the reference values for cities and municipalities, or two groups at the same level of local government, taking into account the statutory obligations of the municipalities and cities and the public services they provide. Also, the City of Zagreb is excluded from the calculation of the reference values for cities and counties, with the explanation that, were it involved, due to the size of its fiscal capacity, it would distort the „real picture“ of the average fiscal capacity value for cities and counties. [17]
To sum up, the total required fiscal equalisation means the sum of funds needed for fiscal equalisation in full amount for all units of local and regional self-government, while the share of each LGU in that total sum simultaneously represents their allocation share in funds that will actually be obtained from the 17% PIT intended for fiscal equalisation. Thus, how much will be allocated to a particular LGU via fiscal equalisation will depend on its share in the total amount of fiscal equalisation funds in full, and the total amount of PIT collected, i.e. the available funds collected from the PIT share for fiscal equalisation (17%).

3. THE FAIRNESS (EQUITY) PROBLEM

Fairness, admittedly, is a vague and subjective concept, but in any case, closely connected with equity, and equity is at the heart of (horizontal) fiscal equalisation. Thereby, the principle of fiscal equity does not stem from the territorial administrative organisation of the state, but from egalitarian reasoning in providing public service at a comparable standard to citizens [18]. In the complex problem of determining/measuring the inequality and the corresponding level of equalising transfers, the revenue equalisation model has shown itself to be an established policy [19]-[21]. It is transparent and straightforward, and, if well designed, predictable with redistributive effects that vary directly with fiscal needs and inversely with fiscal capacity [22]. Since the fairness of the redistribution depends on the equalisation formula, in practice, the equalisation model has to rely on robust variables and up-to-date data that genuinely reflect the existing state and enable its improvement.

The share of fiscal equalisation funds for a particular LGU in total fiscal equalisation funds, as well as the capacity of the realised tax revenue and the reference value, are determined for each fiscal year. In practice, the Croatian Minister of Finance, at the end of the current fiscal year, issues a Decision on the Amount of Fiscal Equalisation Funds for a particular municipality, city and county in the total amount of fiscal equalisation in the upcoming year. For example, for fiscal equalisation purposes in 2019, PIT revenue data for the period 2013-2017 are used, combined with the number of people in the LGUs’ area, which is the key to redistribution between jurisdictions. Using the known data for the last five years, i.e. their (simple moving) average as a “fiscal strength indicator”, has no methodological objection. However, there would be no such objection if decision-makers, for example, opted to use a three-year moving average, or, instead of the simple average, calculate a weighted average with more specific weight on recent data. In that case, also with a smoothed time series, the calculation of fiscal strength would be closer to reality. Furthermore, the use of quarterly data or, for example, the inclusion of estimates for the current fiscal year, and, as soon as actual data is available, including the harmonization of any deviations for e.g. three months, would also contribute to the credibility, i.e. the objectivity in resource allocation. However, the above-mentioned concerns appear to be negligible in comparison to the major flaw of using the Croatian Bureau of Statistics (CBS) data from the last Croatian population census, i.e. from 2011. In Croatia’s case, the demographic change since 2011 is significant and ignoring the dynamics of population change, due to, e.g., its diluting effect on the model’s stability/predictability, actually represents a downgrading of the fundamental principle of redistribution fairness.

According to the last census, 4,28 million people lived 2011 in Croatia [23], while for 2017 the CBS year-end estimate was 4,105,493 inhabitants [24]. Croatian demographers have already rated the situation as very alarming, and in their view, it is highly likely that the actual proportions of depopulation are significantly higher because official statistics do not cover external (e)migration flows well. [25]-[30]
Alongside the adjustment of the population parameter in the equalisation model by using the latest available data (year-end estimates) from the CBS, the complete picture changes significantly. Table 1 shows the deviations of officially established reference values according to the calculation of the MoF and a calculation that reflects the situational picture of the Croatian population more realistically. Logically, the latter per capita values are higher, since the same fiscal capacity is allocated to fewer people.

**Table 1:** Reference values of the realised tax revenue capacity for the years 2018 and 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Municipalities</td>
<td>1.927,00</td>
<td>1.942,77</td>
<td>2.034,22</td>
<td>2.090,14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities</td>
<td>2.585,00</td>
<td>2.545,42</td>
<td>2.678,56</td>
<td>2.670,34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counties</td>
<td>319,00</td>
<td>315,60</td>
<td>332,51</td>
<td>334,07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The official calculation of equalisation for 2018 and 2019 is based on fiscal data from 2012-2016 and 2013-2017 respectively, and data from the 2011 census. At the time of the official calculation of the LGU’s share in fiscal equalisation funds for 2019 (by the end of Q3 2018), the CBS compounded the 2017 year-end estimates on LGU’s population, so the adjusted fiscal equalisation for 2019 is based on fiscal data for 2013-2017 and population data from 2017. For 2018, the adjusted calculation uses fiscal data for 2012-2016 and 2016 year-end population estimates.

Source: Author’s work based on CBS and MoF data [24], [31]-[34].

Official and “adjusted” Lorenz curves for Croatian counties, cities and municipalities (Figure 1) show three adapted curves lying closer to the uniform distribution line. In other words, the MoF overestimates the inequality in fiscal capacities, and our calculations show a lower amount needed for optimal fiscal equalisation: for the counties -10,2%, municipalities -4,6% and cities -5,5%, or in total by HRK 120,5m (Table 2). As the optimal amount of fiscal equalisation in the existing model is overestimated, it is transferred to the officially determined LGUs’ share in the total fiscal equalisation funds, which implies unfairness in the (re)allocation.

**Figure 1:** Lorenz curves for Croatian counties, cities and municipalities (2019)

Source: Author’s work based on CBS and MoF data [24], [31], [33].
Table 2: Total nominal fiscal capacities and optimal equalisation amounts for 2019 (in HRK)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LGUs</th>
<th>Fiscal capacity</th>
<th>Optimal equalisation amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Official</td>
<td>Adjusted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counties</td>
<td>1.102.965.070</td>
<td>164.049.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities</td>
<td>10.991.336.582</td>
<td>1.023.046.565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipalities</td>
<td>1.625.978.123</td>
<td>1.033.336.251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13.720.279.775</td>
<td>2.220.431.842</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s work based on CBS and MoF data [24], [31], [33], [34].

Figure 2 shows, on the example of the regional level, how a different population image, i.e. different shares in equalisation funds, affect the (un)fairness in redistribution. Fiscal capacity is shown for 20 counties, from left to right, from the lowest adjusted fiscal capacity per capita to the largest. Side-by-side, the fiscal capacity officially established by the MoF is shown which is above the official reference line (HRK 315.6) for five counties, while the other 15 are entitled to withdraw funds for horizontal fiscal equalisation. In the adjusted picture, there are 14 counties with fiscal capacity per capita below the corresponding reference value of HRK 334.1. The combination of adjusted fiscal capacity with the official optimal equalisation values serves as a kind of “fairness indicator”. The optimum equalisation adds up, from below, to the difference between the fiscal capacity and the reference line. Therefore, the dotted line strictly follows the adjusted fiscal capacity line when both the adjusted and official fiscal capacity lines have crossed their respective reference lines. If the dotted line is above the adjusted reference value, then the corresponding LGU receives officially more than the optimal allotment from equalisation and vice versa. The difference between the adjusted and official fiscal capacity reveals how the total population decline (2011 vs 2017) affected Croatian regions. Most regions officially eligible for fiscal equalisation exercise this right in a more significant proportion than belongs to them, while two of them should have a higher share. The equivalent comparison at the local level, i.e. for cities and municipalities (Figures 3 and 4), more convincingly points to the need for change, i.e. methodological adjustment, that would level the dotted line around the reference value, i.e. reduce the unfairness of the existing equalisation.

Note: The City of Zagreb excluded.

Figure 2: Fiscal capacity with corresponding reference values for Croatian counties in 2019
Source: Author’s work based on CBS and MoF data [31], [33], [34].
Figure 3: Fiscal capacity with corresponding reference values for Croatian cities in 2019
Source: Author’s work based on CBS and MoF data [24], [33], [34].

Figure 4: Fiscal capacity with corresponding reference values for Croatian municipalities in 2019
Source: Author’s work based on CBS and MoF data [24], [33], [34].

The Croatian MoF points out that the established (horizontal) fiscal equalisation model is exclusively focused on equalising fiscal capacity, providing a comparable level of public services with a comparable level of the tax burden. It is stated that the goal of fiscal equalisation is not to direct capital investment and encourage regional development and that additional resources to stimulate regional development and/or demographic renewal will be taken into account.
within other legislative regulations [17], [35] - [37]. In reality, it is a different story: the existing fiscal equalisation method contains a redistributive “overflow” channel whereby the majority of LGUs affected by depopulation, also less developed, achieve a disproportionately and unjustifi-
ably higher share in fungible horizontal fiscal equalisation funds.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is a given fact that revenue equalisation models are nowadays established policy, but due to data inputs that are hardly compatible with reality, even the best model will yield inferior re-

results. The official Croatian model’s adherence to the 2011 population data creates an illusion of stability/predictability: mid-2021 Croatia will face a new population census, and demographers warn that the actual data will be considerably worse than the current already gloomy estimates of the CBS. Therefore, today’s passive approach will provide more imbalance and stress for local budgets in the future. The dynamics of population change shall ultimately not be ignored because, as things stand now, the decision-makers are downgrading the fundamental principle of redistribution fairness and equality. Only when this crucial deficiency is eliminated, it will be possible to say that Croatia has an acceptable model of (horizontal) fiscal equalisation.
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